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EDITORIAL

Is adherence to treatment inﬂuenced by the ability to
use inhaled devices in patients with COPD correctly?
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a frequent
and disabling disease, and it is responsible for important
limitations in daily life and high economic impact on the
health system.1 Patients with moderate to severe COPD are
affected by chronic symptoms, poor quality of life and frequent exacerbations, and are at high risk of mortality for
respiratory and non respiratory diseases.2 Pharmacologic
treatment, based mainly on bronchodilators and inhaled
corticosteroids, is able to modify several outcomes of the
disease, although a clear demonstration of the possibility
of improving survival is still lacking.3,4 Unfortunately, the
adherence to the long-term use of inhaled drugs is very low,
thereby reducing the impact of the pharmacologic treatment on the progression of the disease. While adherence in
the randomised clinical trials is high, several observational
data from real life have documented that a variable percentage of between 30 and 50% of patients with COPD use
regularly inhaled drugs.5,6
Several factors have been associated with a poor adherence, some of them related to demographic characteristics
such as age and gender, clinical aspects of the disease
(severity, comorbidities), socio-economic factors (education, health literacy, social/familiar support, income),
characteristics of the inhaled therapy (dose regimen,
number and type of inhalers, satisfaction with inhalers), satisfaction with drug efﬁcacy and clinician expertise.5 In real
life, most severe patients have a better adherence to treatment than patients with mild to moderate disease, probably
due to the greater limitation in daily life and to the perception of the efﬁcacy of the treatment.
In this issue of Pulmonology, Duarte-de-Araujo and coworkers7 extended a previous recent observation8 on a fairly
large group of patients with COPD of different severity:
they used a speciﬁc psychometric tool (Measure of Treatment Adherence), validated for the Portuguese population
in 2001, consisting of seven questions leading to a total
score ranging from 6 to 42. They demonstrated that 16.5% of
the patients examined were classiﬁed as non-adherent, and
that this percentage was signiﬁcantly higher in less severe
COPD patients. Furthermore, a signiﬁcant relationship was

found between non adherence and FEV1%, also when data
were corrected in a logistic analysis by several confounding factors. This relationship may be expected, because the
severity of symptoms may promote a more regular use of
the inhaled drugs, conﬁrming the positive effect of the pharmacologic treatment. This observation is not new, although
the several observational studies in this topic area have
not clearly underlined this speciﬁc point. In effect, in the
usual current clinical practice, low adherence to treatment
both in asthma and in COPD is more frequent in less severe
patients who do not understand the need for a continuous
regular treatment when they only have mild symptoms and
limitations. In any case, low adherence to the pharmacologic
treatment has been demonstrated to be associated with
poor outcomes of the disease, such as increased frequency
and severity of symptoms and exacerbations, progressive
decline in pulmonary function and even mortality.9
A second point considered in the paper7 is the relationship between performance in using inhalers and adherence
to treatment. The authors used a clearly deﬁned checklist
for the major critical errors according to the different drypowder inhalers (DPI), and they found that almost 40% of
the patients misused the recommended inhalers; this was
lower with DPIs than with metered dose inhalers (MDIs). In a
multivariate analysis, misuse of inhalers was only signiﬁcantly associated with age, gender, and socio-economic level,
while no signiﬁcant relationship was observed between
inhaler technique and adherence to medications. This topic
has been extensively reported in the literature: several
observational studies showed the high prevalence of incorrect use of the inhalers in both asthma and COPD patients,
and that this fact was associated with an inadequate control of the disease in many countries, including Italy and
Portugal.10,11 In a recent large survey including almost 3000
patients with COPD selected by the general practitioners (GPs) or pulmonary specialists, more than 50% of the
patients made one or more critical errors in the use of different devices, more frequently using MDIs and soft-mist
inhalers12 ; the rate of severe COPD exacerbations was twice
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greater in patients with poor inhaler technique in comparison with the others.
Correctly using the inhaler devices is crucial for a good
result of the therapy, independently of a possible but not
clearly demonstrated effect on drug compliance. Some
general recommendations should be remembered: (a) if possible, avoid the use of different devices with a single patient,
in order for them to have to learn only one inhalation
technique; we have now different drugs and combinations
(ICS/LABA or LABA/LAMA or ICS/LABA/LAMA) administered
with the same device, allowing movement from one combination to another based on the clinical assessment, without
changing the inhalation technique; it has been already
demonstrated that switching from one device to another,
if not accompanied by appropriate training for the patient,
can be associated with poor clinical outcomes and increased
use of health care resources13 ; (b) monotherapy with a single
inhaler, possibly administered once daily, has been reported
to be more effective in the control of the disease that multiple devices used at different time of the day14 ; (c) education
on the use of inhalers and practical demonstrations of the
inhalation technique at each visit is crucial in order to have
a correct interpretation of the results of the pharmacologic
treatment. Recently new ‘‘intelligent’’ devices have been
developed, to simplify the inhalation technique (like new
breath-actuated MDIs)15 or to check for the correct inhalation technique and adherence.16,17 On the other hand, the
contribution of the inhaler misuse to general adherence to
the maintenance therapy is still controversial, as suggested
by some authors18 but not conﬁrmed by the paper from
Duarte-de-Araujo et al.7
The ﬁnal point of the manuscript by Duarte-de-Araujo
et al.7 is related to the adherence of GPs to the recommendations derived from international guidelines or
documents, like the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (GOLD) guidelines. As reported in
previous surveys,19,20 overtreatment is the most frequent
situation, with less severe patients receiving frequently regular ICS where there is reduced use of bronchodilators.
This fact has some historical reasons (ICS/LABA combinations were the ﬁrst drugs showing a positive effect on many
clinical and functional outcomes of COPD) and it is related
to prescription feasibility (in some countries, like Italy for
example, more recent LABA/LAMA combinations may only
be prescribed by pulmonary specialists) and also to the lack
of appropriate clinical assessment of the patients. This tendency to overtreat COPD patients has not greatly changed
in recent years despite the wide diffusion of GOLD guidelines, which suggests that in real life many physicians believe
that in a disease poorly responsive to pharmacologic treatment, it is better to use all available drugs independently of
the baseline disease severity, in order to try to prevent the
progressive deterioration of the disease.
In summary, we have several demonstrations that in the
last 10 years adherence to inhaled therapy is very poor in
COPD patients, and the paper from Duarte-de-Araujo et al.7
conﬁrms this assumption. There are several determinants of
this poor adherence, and this paper adds to the many factors also the level of disease severity as assessed by FEV1.
In any case, all potential determinants may together only
explain a minor part of the total variance, suggesting that
other personal factors may have a strong inﬂuence on adher-
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ence to treatment. As an example, the adherence to the
prescribed therapy is strongly inﬂuenced by the individual
patient’s general behaviour and personality, and it may be
independent of the real efﬁcacy of the drugs, as demonstrated by the post-hoc analysis of the TORCH study21 where
adherence was associated to a reduction in mortality and
in hospital admissions due to severe exacerbations independently of the speciﬁc treatment arm, including the placebo
arm. Strategies for implementing and reinforcing adherence
should be promoted, although the efﬁcacy of these intervention has not been deﬁnitely proven.5,22
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